
Grade 2           ELA Curriculum Map      Quarter 1 - 10 weeks 

NYS Standards Essential Questions Skill Balanced Literacy Domains Resources, Links & 
Assessments 

Quarter 1 
 Reading Standards for Literature: 
 1. Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a 
text. (RL.2.1) 
 2. Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and determine 
their central message, lesson, or moral. 
(RL.2.2)  
3. Describe how characters in a story respond 
to major events and challenges. (RL.2.3)  
5. Describe the overall structure of a story, 
including describing how the beginning 
introduces the story and the ending concludes 
the action. (RL.2.5)  
7. Use information gained from the illustrations 
and words in a print or digital text to 
demonstrate understanding of its characters, 
setting, or plot. (RL.2.7)  
11. Make connections between self, text, and 
the world around them (text, media, and social 
interaction). (RL.2.11) 
 
Reading Standards for Informational 
Text: 
 4. Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or 
subject area. (RI.2.4) 
  
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills: 
3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and 
word analysis skills in decoding words. (RF.2.3) 
  a. Distinguish long and short vowels when 
reading regularly spelled one-syllable words. 
(RF.2.2) 
  b. Know spelling-sound correspondences for 
additional common vowel teams. (RF.2.3)  
 c. Decode regularly spelled two-syllable words 
with long vowels. (RF.2.3)  
 d. Decode words with common prefixes and 
suffixes. (RF.2.3)  
 e. Identify words with inconsistent but 
common spelling-sound correspondences.   

 
 Why is it important to 
 ask questions before, 
 during, and after 
 reading?  
 How can asking myself 

questions help me better 
understand what I am 
reading?  

 How do readers ask 
questions to show they 
are aware of the key 
details in a story? 

 How do I recount (retell) 
stories such as fables 
and folktales? 

 How do I determine the 
central message or 
lesson (moral) in stories 
such as fables and folk 
tales? 

 How did the characters 
respond to major events 
in the story?  

 What examples from the 
text describe how 
characters respond to 
challenges in the story? 

 What is the overall 
structure of the story? 

 What details in the story 
describe how the 
beginning introduces the 
story?  

 What details in the story 
describe how the ending 
concludes the action? 

 What strategies can I 
use to determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases in a text?  

  How can I use clues 
from the text to 
determine or clarify 
meaning? 

Spelling / Phonics:  
 Short vowel review, a, e, i, o, u 
 Counting syllables  
 Short vowel pattern cvc, 

examples – sad, dig; vc 
pattern, am, as, at, cvcc 
pattern fact, held, wolf, silk  

 Long vowel review, a, 
 Diagraphs: ch, sh, th, tch,  
 e, i, o, u with silent e (long 

vowel pattern - cvc-e)  
 ABC order  
 Sitton Units  1 - 5 
 
Grammar: 
 Statements and questions  
 Commands and exclamations  
 Mechanics and usage: 

sentence punctuation, 
capitalization  

 Subjects  
 Predicates  
 Incomplete sentences  
 Nouns: common and proper  
 Abbreviations of days, months, 

and holidays 
 
Writing: 
 Narrative writing: recounting 

an event using sequence, 
details, and descriptions of 
actions, thoughts, feelings 
using temporal words and 
provide closure 

 Organization: beginning, 
middle, end  

 Sentence fluency  
 Title- underline and capitalize  
 Topic sentence  
 Indenting 
 Use of relevant supporting 

details 
 Graphic organizer  
 Vocabulary:  
       - Prewrite 

Strategies: 
Decoding Strategies 
 Predicting with pictures   

(picture walk) 
 Using beginning/ending  

sounds  
 Framing print/tracking   

print  
 Chunking sounds together 
 Stretching out sounds 
 Noting patterns in text 
 Detecting & correcting  

errors  
 Reading/re-reading for  

fluency  
 Skipping the word 
 Trying the  word/sentence 

again 
 
Comprehension 
Strategies  
 Predicting 
 Forming mental 

imagery/picture walk  
 Identifying character traits 
 Story elements 
 Inferring  
 Retelling/summarizing 
 Asking questions  
 Using/Identifying text  
 features  
 Identifying main idea 
 Identifying author’s   
 Purpose 
 Retelling 
 Making connections 
 Visualizing  

 

Listening and 
Learning 
Domains 

 
Domain 1: 
    Fairy Tales and Tall  
    Tales 
 
Domain 11: 
Immigration 

Harcourt/Trophies 
 
 Mixed Up Chameleon 
 Wilson Sat Alone 
 Hedgehog Bakes a 

Cake 
 Days with Frog and 

Toad 
 Johnny Appleseed 
 Henry and Mudge 

 
District Resources 
 Leveled readers 
 Trade books 
 Sitton Spelling 
 6+1 writing traits 
 Grade level specific 

para-graph template 
 Common task 
 Word of the Week 

 
Assessments: 
 Quarterly writing 

assessments 
Informative and 
Explanatory 

 Informal 
Assessments 

 Level 2 Core Words 
(Sitton Spelling) 

 Domain assessments 
 
Technology: 
 Abcya.com 
 Smartboard lessons 
 Brainpopjr.com 
 Unitedstreaming.com 
 Enchanted-

learning.com 
 Scholasticnews.com 
 ReadingA-Z.com 
 Teacherspayteachers 
 Sheppardssoftware 

 
 



 f. Recognize and read grade-appropriate 
irregularly spelled words.  
 
Writing Standards:  
3. Write narratives in which they recount a 
well-elaborated event or short sequence of 
events, include details to describe actions, 
thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words to 
signal event order, and provide a sense of 
closure (W.2.3) 
 
Assessment: 
Topic: Fall Paragraph 
Book: Henry and Mudge 
Write a paragraph about things to do in the 
fall.  

  How can I use short 
vowels to help me read 
words?  

  How can I use long 
vowels to help me make 
a long sound when 
reading words? 

 How can I use vowel 
teams to spell long 
vowel words? 

 (vowel teams) to decode 
two-syllable words.  

  How can I use long 
vowels (vowel teams) to 
help me decode two 
syllable words? 

 What are common 
prefixes? 

 What are common 
suffixes?  

 How do I know how 
prefixes and suffixes 
change the meanings of 
words? 

 How do I use what I 
know about letters and 
sounds to help me with 
spelling? 

 How do I decode words 
that do not follow the 
phonics rules? 

 How do I use what I 
know about letters and 
sounds to help me 
recognize and read 
irregularly spelled 
words? 

 How do I decode words 
that do not follow the 
phonics rules? 

       - Proofread 
       - Editing marks  
       - Final copy  
 
Speaking/Listening:  
 Participating in collaborative 

conversations (SL.2.1)  
 Speaking audibly and 

expressing thoughts, feelings 
and ideas clearly (SL.2.4) 

 Responding in complete 
sentences (SL.2.6)  

 Asking and answering 
questions (SL.2.3) 
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Grade 2                  ELA Curriculum Map      Quarter 2 - 10 weeks 

NYS Standards Essential Questions Skill Balanced Literacy Domains Resources, Links & 
Assessments 

Quarter 2 
 Reading Standards for Literature: 
1. Make connections between self, text, and 
the world around them (text, media, and social 
interaction). (RL.2.11) 
 
Reading Standards for Informational 
Text: 
 1. Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a 
text. (RI.2.1) 
2. Identify the main topic of a multi-paragraph 
text as well as the focus of specific paragraphs 
within the text  
(RI. 2.2) 
3. Describe the connection between a series of 
historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or 
steps in technical procedures in a text. (RI. 2.3) 
4. Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or 
subject area. (RI. 2.4) 
5. Know and use various text features (e.g., 
captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries, 
indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key 
facts or information in a text efficiently. 
(RI.2.5) 
6. Identify the main purpose of a text, 
including what the author wants to answer, 
explain, or describe. (RI2.6) 
 
Writing Standards:  
Write informative/explanatory texts in which 
they introduces, use facts and definitions to 
develop points, and provide a concluding 
statement opinion 
(W.2.2) 
 
Assessment: 
Topic: Friendly Letter 
Book: Dear Mr. Blueberry 
Write a friendly letter to a friend about your 
winter break. 

 Can you make a 
connection with yourself, 
another text, or the 
world around you? 

 Why is it important to 
 ask questions before, 
 during, and after 
reading? 

● How can asking myself 
questions help me better 
understand what I am 
reading? 

 How do readers ask 
question to show they 
are aware of the key 
details of a story? 

 How do I identify the 
main topic if there is 
more than one 
paragraph? 

 How do I identify the 
main topic for a 
paragraph? 

 How do I identify the 
key details that support 
the main topic? 

 Why is it helpful for 
good readers to identify 
the main idea/main 
topic? 

 How do I connect series 
of historical events as I 
read? 

 How do I use details to 
describe scientific ideas 
or concepts? 

 How do I describe the 
necessary steps in a 
technical procedure? 

 What strategies can I 
use to determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases in a text? 

 How can I use clues 
from the text to 
determine or clarify 
meaning? 

 How do I use text 
features to help me find 

Spelling/Phonics: 
 
 Long vowel patterns: cvvc, 

examples of vowel teams 
include ai, ay, ea, ee, oa, 
oe,ow  

 R-contolled: ar, or, er, ir, ur  
 Blends: examples - bl, cl, fl, gl, 

pl, sl, br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr, 
sc,  

 Blends: initial and final: sk, sp, 
st 

 Vowel sounds: ight, igh  
 Sitton Units  6 - 10 
 
Grammar:  
 
 Commas: in a series, day/year,  
   city/state, abbreviations 
 Nouns: singular, plural,     
   possessives, adding s, es, ies  
 Adjectives: describing words 
 Synonyms and Antonyms 
 Compound words 
 Dictionary words: guide words, 

ABC order  
 Verbs: Introduce action verbs 
 Pronouns  
 
Writing:  
 Informative / Explanatory 
 
Speaking/Listening:  
 Participating in collaborative 

conversations (SL.2.1)  
 Speaking audibly and 

expressing thoughts, feelings 
and ideas clearly (SL.2.4)  

 Responding in complete 
sentences (SL.2.6)  

 Asking and answering 
questions (SL.2.3) 

Strategies: 
Decoding Strategies 
 Predicting with pictures 

(picture walk) 
 Using beginning/ending 

sounds  
 Framing print/tracking 

print  
 Chunking sounds together 
 Stretching out sounds 
 Noting patterns in text 
 Detecting & correcting 

errors  
 Reading/re-reading for 

fluency  
 Skipping the word 
 Trying the  word/sentence 

again 
 
Comprehension 
Strategies 
 Predicting 
 Forming mental 

imagery/picture walk 
 Identifying character  
 traits 
 Story elements  
 Inferring 
 Retelling/summarizing 
 Asking questions 
 Using/Identifying text  
 features 
 Identifying main idea 
 Identifying author’s  
 purpose 
 Retelling  
 Making connections 
 Visualizing 

Listening and 
Learning 
Domains 

 
Domain 11: 
Immigration 
 
Domain 12: 
Fighting for a Cause 
 

Harcourt/Trophies: 
 

 Dear Mr. 
Blueberry 

 Chinatown 
 Abuela 
 Ruth Law 

Thrills a Nation 
 Allie’s 

Basketball 
Dream (3rd 
Grade) 
Other 

 Holiday Reads 
 

 
District Resources: 
 Leveled 

readers 
 Scholastic 

News 
 Trade books 
 Sitton Spelling 
 6+1 writing 

traits 
 Grade level    

specific para- 
graph template 
 Common task 
 Word of the 

Week 
 
Assessments: 

 Quarterly 
writing 
assessments 
Informative 
and 
Explanatory 

 Informal 
Assessments 

 Level 2 Core 
Words (Sitton 
Spelling) 

 Domain 
assessments 

 
Technology: 

 Abcya.com 



information in a non-
fiction text?  

 Why is it helpful to know 
and understand the text 
features in a non-fiction 
text? 

 What is the author’s 
purpose? 

 Why did the author write 
the text? 

 How can I use 
pictures/photographs 
and captions to help me 
determine the meaning 
of the text? 

 How can I use diagrams 
to clarify information 
from the text? 

 Why is it important to 
read pictures and 
diagrams in a non-fiction 
text?  

  How did the characters 
respond to major events 
in the story?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Smartboard 
lessons 

 Brainpopjr.com 
 Unitedstreamin

g.com 
 Enchanted-

learning.com 
 Scholasticnews

.com 
 ReadingA-

Z.com 
 Teacherspayte

achers 
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Grade 2           ELA Curriculum Map      Quarter 3 - 10 weeks 

NYS Standards Essential Questions Skill Balanced Literacy Domains Resources, Links & 
Assessments 

Quarter 3 
 Reading Standards for Literature: 
4. Describe how words and phrases (e.g., 
regular beats, alliteration, rhymes, repeated 
lines) supply rhythm and meaning in a story, 
poem, or song. (RL.2.4)  
6. Acknowledge differences in the points of 
view of characters, including by speaking in a 
different voice for each character when reading 
dialogue aloud. (RL.2.6)  
9. Compare and contrast two or more versions 
of the same story (e.g., Cinderella stories) by 
different authors or from different cultures. 
(RL.2.9)  
11. Make connections between self, text, and 
the world around them (text, media, social 
interaction). (RL.2.11)  
 
Reading Standards for Informational 
Text:  
4. Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or 
subject area. (RI.2.4)  
9. Compare and contrast the most important 
points presented by two texts on the same 
topic. (RI.2.9)  
10. By the end of year, read and comprehend 
informational texts, including history/social 
studies, science, and technical texts, in the 
grades 2–3 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. (RI.2.10)  
 
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills:  
4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to 
support comprehension. (RI.2.4)  
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and 
understanding.  
b. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, 
appropriate rate, and expression on successive 
readings.  
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recognition and understanding, rereading as 
necessary  
 

 
 Can you make a 

connection with yourself, 
another text, or the 
world around you? 

 How do word or phrases 
show rhythm and 
meaning in a story, 
poem, or song? 

 How does the author use 
words and phrases to 
supply meaning in a 
story, poem, or song? 

 How do I know when a 
different character is 
speaking? 

 How do the points of 
view of the characters 
differ? 

 Why is it important to 
know how the main 
character is thinking and 
feeling in the story? 

 How do I use graphic 
organizers to compare 
and contrast two or 
more versions of the 
same story? 

 What strategies can I 
use to determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases in a text? 

 How can I use prior 
knowledge to compare 
the main topic of two 
informational texts? 

 How can I use prior 
knowledge to contrast 
the main topic to two 
informational texts? 

 How can I use 
comprehension 
strategies to help me 
understand 

Spelling / Phonics:  
 Consonant clusters str, 

scr,spr,spl 
 Word endings: ed, ing, final 

sound in Happy /e/ 
 Spelling rule: Inflected ending, 

s, es, ed,ing, e drop, 
 Prefix re, un, pre, dis 
 Suffix: ly, ful, er, or 
 Diphthong: ou, ow, oi, oy 
 Sitton Units 11 -15 
 
Grammar: 
 Adjectives: comparing, (big, 

bigger, biggest) 
 Homophones 
 Contractions 
 Compound words continued 
 Dictionary words-guide words, 

ABC order 
 Verbs: present tense, past 

tense, subject verb agreement, 
linking articles-a/ 

 Subjects - identify terms 
 Combining sentences 
 Predicates – identify terms 

 
Writing: 
 Informative/Explanatory 

writing 
 Distinguish between fact and 

opinion 
 Editing/final Copy 

 
Speaking/Listening:  
 Participating in collaborative 

conversations (SL.2.1)  
 Speaking audibly and 

expressing thoughts, feelings 
and ideas clearly (SL.2.4)  

 Responding in complete 
sentences (SL.2.6)  

 Asking and answering 
questions (SL.2.3) 

Strategies: 
 
Decoding Strategies 
 Predicting with pictures 

(picture walk) 
 Using beginning/ending 

sounds  
 Framing print/tracking 

print  
 Chunking sounds together 
 Stretching out sounds  
 Noting patterns in text  
 Detecting & correcting 

errors  
 Reading/re-reading for 

fluency  
 Skipping the word 
 Trying the  word/sentence 

again 
 
Comprehension 
Strategies 
 Predicting  
 Forming mental 

imagery/picture walk 
 Identifying character traits 
 Story elements  
 Inferring 
 Retelling/summarizing  
 Asking questions  
 Using/Identifying text 

features  
 Identifying main idea  
 Identifying author’s 

purpose 
 Retelling 
 Making connections  
 Visualizing 

Listening and 
Learning 
Domains 

 
 

Domain 6: 
Cycles in Nature 
 
Domain 7:  
Westward Expansion 
 
 

Harcourt/Trophies 
 
 Emperor’s Egg 
 Secret Life of Trees 
 Enormous Trees 
 Watermelon Day 
 Pumpkin Fiesta 
 Beginner’s World 

Atlas 
 Dinosaur Travel 
 Yippie Yah (3rd 

Grade) 
 BoomTown (3rd 

grade) 
 
District Resources 
 Scholastic News 
 Leveled readers 
 Trade books 
 Sitton Spelling 
 6+1 writing traits 
 Grade level specific 

para-graph tem-plate 
 Common task 
 Word of the Week 

 
Assessments: 
 Quarterly writing 

assessments 
Informative and 
Explanatory 

 Informal 
Assessments 

 Level 2 Core Words 
(Sitton Spelling) 

 Domain assessments 
 
Technology: 
 Abcya.com 
 Smartboard lessons 
 Brainpopjr.com 
 Unitedstreaming.com 
 Enchanted-

learning.com 
 Scholasticnews.com 



 
 
Writing Standards:  
2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which 
they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions 
to develop points, and provide a concluding 
statement or section. (W.2.2)  
5. With guidance and support from adults and 
peers, focus on a topic and strengthen writing 
as needed by revising and editing. (W.2.5)  
6. With guidance and support from adults, use 
a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 
writing, including in collaboration with peers. 
(W.2.6)  
 
Assessment: Informational Research Writing  
Topic: Animals  
Passage/Book: The Emperor’s Egg 
 

History/Social Studies 
texts? 

 How can I use 
comprehension 
strategies to help me 
understand Science 
texts? 

 What strategies should I 
use to help me 
understand technical 
texts? 

 How can I use 
comprehension 
strategies to help me 
understand what I am 
reading? 

 What strategies should I 
use to decode unfamiliar 
words? 

 Why is it important for 
our reading to sound 
fluent? 

 Why is it important to 
establish a purpose 
before I read? 
 

 

 ReadingA-Z.com 
 Teacherspayteachers 
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Grade 2           ELA Curriculum Map      Quarter 4 - 10 weeks 

NYS Standards Essential Questions Skill Balanced Literacy Domains Resources, Links & 
Assessments 

Quarter 4 
 Reading Standards for Literature: 
Make connections between self, text, and the 
world around them (text, media, social 
interaction). (RL.1, 2, & 3)  
 
Reading Standards for Informational 
Text:  
4. Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or 
subject area. (RI.2.4)  
8. Describe how reasons support specific points 
the author makes in a text. (RI.2.8)  
10. By the end of year, read and comprehend 
informational texts, including history/social 
studies, science, and technical texts, in the 
grades 2–3 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. (RI. 2, 3, 4, & 10)  
 
Reading Standards: Foundational Skills:  
4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to 
support comprehension. (RI.2.4)  
a. Read grade-level text with purpose and 
understanding.  
b. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, 
appropriate rate, and expression on successive 
readings.  
c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word 
recognition and understanding, rereading as 
necessary. 
 
Writing Standards:  
1.Write opinion pieces in which they introduce 
the topic or book they are writing about, state 
an opinion, supply reasons that support the 
opinion, use linking words (e.g., because, and, 
also) to connect opinion and reasons, and 
provide a concluding statement or section. 
(W.2.1)  
7. Participate in shared research and writing 
projects (e.g., read a number of books on a 
single topic to produce a report; record science 
observations). (W.2.7)  
8. Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources to 
answer a question. (W.2.8)  
 
 
 
 

 
 What strategies can I 

use to determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases in a text? 

 How can I use clues 
from the text to 
determine or clarify 
meaning? 

 How do I find facts 
(reasons) in the text to 
support points the 
author makes? 

 How can I use 
comprehension 
strategies to help me 
understand 
History/Social Studies 
texts? 

 How can I use 
comprehension 
strategies to help me 
understand Science 
texts? 

 What strategies should I 
use to help me 
understand technical 
texts? 

 How do I know the 
purpose for what I am 
reading? 

 How do I show that I 
understand what I am 
reading? 

 

Spelling / Phonics:  
 Silent consonants: gn, kn, wr, 

& mb ending 
 “F” sound /ph/, /gh/ 
 Ending sounds tion, ture 
 Variant vowel sounds: aw, au, 

augh 
 Double letters: ff, ll, zz, ss 
 Sitton Units 16 - 20 

 
Grammar: 
 Dictionary words-guide words, 

ABC order 
 Verbs- have, has, had 
 Quotation marks for dialogue 
 Adverbs; answer questions, 

such as how, when, where, 
how much 
 

Writing: 
 Author’s purpose 
 Opinion Writing: Introducing 

the topic/book, starting 
opinion and reason, using 
linking words (because, also, 
etc.) to connect opinions with 
reasons: provide conclusion.  

 Use prior knowledge or 
provided information to 
answer a question. 
 

Speaking/Listening:  
 Participating in collaborative 

conversations (SL.2.1)  
 Speaking audibly and 

expressing thoughts, feelings 
and ideas clearly (SL.2.4)  

 Responding in complete 
sentences (SL.2.6)  

 Asking and answering 
questions (SL.2.3) 

Strategies: 
 
Decoding Strategies 
 Predicting with pictures 

(picture walk)  Using 
beginning/ending sounds  

 Framing print/tracking 
print  

 Chunking sounds 
together  

 Stretching out sounds  
Noting patterns in text  
Detecting & correcting 
errors  

 Reading/re-reading for 
fluency  

 Skipping the word 
 Trying the  

word/sentence again 
 
Comprehension 
Strategies 
 Predicting  
 Forming mental 

imagery/picture walk 
 Identifying character 

traits  
 Story elements  
 Inferring 
 Retelling/summarizing  
 Asking questions  
 Using/Identifying text 

features  
 Identifying main idea  
 Identifying author’s 

purpose 
 Retelling 
 Making connections  
 Visualizing 
 Synthesizing  

Listening and 
Learning 
Domains 

 
 

Domain 10: 
Human Body 
(nutrition) 

 
Charlotte’s Web 

 
 

 
 

Harcourt/Trophies 
 
 
District Resources 
 Scholastic News 
 Leveled readers 
 Trade books 
 Sitton Spelling 
 6+1 writing traits 
 Grade level specific 

para-graph tem-plate 
 Common task 
 Word of the Week 

 
Assessments: 
 Quarterly writing 

assessments 
Informative and 
Explanatory 

 Informal 
Assessments 

 Level 2 Core Words 
(Sitton Spelling) 

 Domain assessments 
 
Technology: 
 Abcya.com 
 Smartboard lessons 
 Brainpopjr.com 
 Unitedstreaming.com 
 Enchanted-

learning.com 
 Scholasticnews.com 
 ReadingA-Z.com 
 Teacherspayteachers 

 



 
 
Assessment:  
Topic: Opinion Writing: 
      Choose your own opinion piece to write a 
report on.  
Passage/Book: Some Choices 
 The Great Kapok Tree 
 Click Clack Moo Cows That Type 
 Red is Best 
 Animals Nobody Loves 
 Hey Little Ant 
 Charlotte’s Web 
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